Add a new and exciting dimension to your dessert menu with Gelato Panini, a hot, new concept in the frozen dessert business. Our lightweight, easy-to-use Panini Maker turns gelato, soft serve, hard ice cream, or frozen yogurt into a creamy delight sealed in a golden-toasted bun. Mixed with a savory or sweet topping, scrumptious Gelato Panini can be served sliced on a plate or as a full sandwich in an on-the-go wrapper. Warm on the outside, cold on the inside, this on-trend treat is sure to heat up your business.

**Cut bun in half and add gelato.**

**Set gelato panini into press and cook.**

**Cut and serve.**

---

**Single/Double Waffle Cone Makers**

**WWCM180/WWCM200**

**WWCM180 – Single**
- BONUS: Includes waffle cone rolling and forming tool for ideal waffle cones! Waffle bowl kit also available as optional accessory
- Up to 60 waffle cones per hour
- Heavy-duty die-cast housing
- Triple-coated nonstick plates allow easy removal of waffle cones and quick cleanup
- Audible beep signals when unit is ready and when waffle is cooked
- Power ON and Ready-to-Bake LED indicators

Limited One-Year Warranty

cETLus, NSF

120V, 1200W, 60 Hz, 5-15P

**WWCM200 – Double**
All the same features as WWCM180 with addition of:
- Up to 120 waffle cones per hour
- Unique space-saving vertical design with independent Ready lights
- Shares heating elements for maximum output while using less energy

120V, 1400W, 60 Hz, 5-15P

---

**Included**

- CAC121 – Rolling and Forming Tool
- CAC122 – Small Rolling and Forming Tool
- CAC121S – Waffle Bowl Forming Tool

**Optional Accessories**

- CAC121 – Rolling and Forming Tool
- CAC122 – Small Rolling and Forming Tool
- CAC121S – Waffle Bowl Forming Tool

---

**Gelato Panini Press**

**WICSP180**
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